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raise the roof
on organizing
A remodel breathes new life into a ranch home
to reflect a family’s need for plenty of storage.
Writer Chad R. Sievers Photographer Paul Dyer Producer Sarah Alba

THIS PHOTO: Raised ceilings and neutral
wall colors create a feeling of openness in
this family space. Built-ins mimic kitchen
cabinetry and provide hideaway storage
and decorative display. BELOW RIGHT:
The exterior of Frank and Brooke Puleo’s
home—with its traditional architectural
lines and slate blue shingles—reflects the
couple’s East Coast experiences.

Returning to California after years in New York City was the ideal
move for Brooke and Frank Puleo. But the Menlo Park ranch
house where they settled their young family was decidedly
less than ideal. With the help of architect Jim Maliski, designer
Nancy Evars, and interior designer Mary Jo Fiorella, the Puleos
found ways to transform the dated and confined floor plan. The
team raised the ceilings in several rooms, tore down walls to
encourage flow, and incorporated lots of custom built-ins, open
shelving, and other clever storage options.
The revamped kitchen is a masterpiece of inconspicuous
storage. Two cabinets boast doors with hydraulic lifts that raise
to provide easy access. Electrical outlets inside each make
them ideal for housing small appliances. “Back in the day they
were called bread boxes,” Fiorella says. “But today they’re
ideal for appliances you don’t need to see all the time.” The
cabinet-style pantry features color-coded and labeled baskets
on pullout shelves for snacks and other frequently used items.
Off the kitchen, a multiuse mudroom with a wall of hooks
and labeled cubbies designates a space for each family
member’s shoes, bag, and jacket. A desk with a built-in filing
cabinet helps Brooke stay organized with adjustable shelves for
binders of information she refers to regularly and closed storage
for less-used items.
Fiorella extended the crisp white cabinets into the family
room and incorporated numerous display areas. Two special
areas open to create side-by-side workstations for daughters
Mia and Gracie. The girls can close cabinet doors to hide away
their projects and supplies when not in use. 		
Master bedroom cabinetry combines deep drawers and fullextension glides to hold the couple’s clothing and accessories.
Fiorella designed the unit around a centrally located TV and
included spots for photos, books, and accessories. Electrical
components are tucked away behind doors below. A shared
walk-in closet keeps Brooke and Frank fashionably organized
with shelves for shoes, dresser drawers for delicates, and double
hanging rods for clothing.
Resources Begin on page 115.
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Time-Saving tip

The space within
any waist-height
cabinet can serve as
a convenient spot for
completing specific
tasks, like paying bills,
packing lunches, or
pretreating laundry.
Use hooks and wall
pockets to affix supplies
to interior surfaces so
everything you need
to complete the task is
close at hand.

The play/work area, opposite, in the
family room lets the Puleo daughters
create or study while being near the
action. When the daughters finish for the
day, custom doors at the desks close to
mask the work surface and kneehole,
producing a streamlined look.
Labeled baskets in bright colors,
above left, maximize the pantry’s space
and make snacks and breakfast essentials
easy to reach.

bhg.com/storage

An island with maple butcher block,
above, gives the kitchen a centrally
located work space, offers extra storage,
and creates a place for family and friends
to gather around.
A hydraulic door on a kitchen cabinet,
left, lifts open to reveal regularly used
tools, including a coffeemaker and
stand mixer. A shallow band of marble
countertop provides just enough room to
operate the appliances.
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Time-Saving tip

Use a ribbon board
to hold important but
easy-to-misplace bits
of paper, including
tickets, gift certificates,
reward cards, and
passes. Adhere labels
to specific areas to
reinforce what types
of items belong on the
board. Hang the board
near the door as your
final checkpoint before
leaving home.

A built-in desk, opposite, in the
mudroom combines drawers for supplies
and hanging files with adjustable shelves
for binders and display. Another wall is
lined with high cubbies, hooks, and a long
bench. Vertical dividers carve out separate
areas for each family member.
A corner bookcase, above, enhances
the living room’s architecture. A pair of
small ottomans serves dual roles—seating
and storage.
Matching towel
vanity, right, in
organize towels
the space below
cleaning supplies.

rings and a custom
the guest bathroom
and toiletries, with
the sink dedicated to

A console table, far right, in the entry is
a welcoming spot for guests and a broad
shelf for stacks of large books.
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A sleek glass-top desk, above, in a
corner of the master bedroom gives the
couple a work area while keeping the
space light and airy.
A mini dresser, right, streamlines bedside
clutter and provides a convenient place to
stash regularly used items.
Built-in dressers, opposite left, take up
an entire wall in the master bedroom
with drawers for clothing and personal
items, a niche for the television, small
compartments for electrical components,
and lots of shelves for personal decor.
The master closet, opposite right, gives
Brooke and Frank defined spaces for
clothing, shoes, and other accessories.
The built-in dresser’s top is perfect for
displaying Brooke’s necklaces and other
jewelry so she can get ready quickly.
Double rods maximize space for shirts
and other shorter hanging garments.
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In addition to opening up a conventional ranch,
this renovation also added family-friendly function.
1 prep

An island creates
extra work surface
for fixing meals and
doing homework. The
cabinets below store
a bevy of pots, pans,
and utensils.
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2 stash

Built-in cabinetry
with doors and sliding
panels allows the
homeowners to keep
everyday items, clutter,
and clothing out of
view for a tidy look.

3 work

Desks in various
styles and sizes are
placed throughout
the home so each
family member can
efficiently complete
tasks or get creative.

4 designate

Mudroom cubbies
encourage family
members to put away
personal items. The
compact design limits
the amount each
person can store.
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